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Foreword 
from the chair

Spring is almost here! As 2019 drew to a close we had a fantastic 
FOSM Christmas party, including fascinating games that challenged 
our memories. Then our traditional mulled wine and mince pies at 
the Visitor Centre on a beautiful sunny day. And 2020 dawned with 
all the positive prospects of a new decade for each of us. 

Our Spring challenge is that we are planning to have an entomological 
study conducted on Stanpit Marsh. This will be a project funded 
jointly by the Council and FOSM. It is long overdue and incredibly 
exciting because this hands-on research will inform us about what is 
out there, and how climate change is affecting the Marsh. The survey 
hopes to give a good understanding of the range of species present. 
Six survey visits are proposed beginning in April and covering each 
month up to and including September. This will ensure that most of 
the species present should be found, and also reveal the presence 
of any rare or scarce species. So, a lot to look forward to! We will of 
course publish the results here as soon as we get them.

As usual this edition of the FOSM newsletter contains a collection 
of intriguing and educational articles that I am sure you’ll enjoy. So, 
if you can’t get onto the Marsh to see all the changes and new life, 
inspiration, and beauty on this moving, developing SSSI space, then 
I hope these few pages help to keep you in touch with it and the 
Friends.

Marsh smiles for Spring!

Alan

 
 
 
 
 
Editor’s note: in the previous newsletter the striking photograph of the Shelduck should 
have been accredited to Paul Dore, who also supplied the cover photo on this edition. 
Apologies to Paul!

- Alan Hopking
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Warden’s 
Snippets  

The higher management levels have now been appointed. The re-
maining restructure, including of the Countryside staff, will now 
take place after April. The Countryside Team has been short-handed 
for the last three months  but is now nearly back to full strength.

BCP Council update

Pony numbers have been reduced to 11 mares and the stallion for 
winter. This may need to be reduced further. Most mares are expect-
ed to be carrying foals. We may be able to reintroduce cattle this 
year, due to changes in TB restrictions.

Ponies

Re-fencing of Priory Marsh is due to take place in February - pre-
paratory works for this have already started.
 
Replacement seating is being installed at the moment, including 
the two FOSM-sponsored seats. The ‘Dorothy Baker seat’ will be re-
turning to Crouch Hill as well.
 
The grant-funded (and supplemented by FOSM and CHOG) scrape and 
ditch works have been delayed from November and are now scheduled 
for the first week in February, subject to the site not being under water! 

We are planning works for this autumn, including some scrape and 
ditch works, funded by our Countryside Stewardship grant. Hope-
fully this will take place in November. We are also planning to re-
fence Priory Marsh and cut some reed patches in Great Spires.

Marsh Management

Visitor Centre

- Robin Harley

Works on the former golf course, now called “Riversmeet Meadow” 
have been continuing. Gates have recently been installed at several 
locations and planting of trees and hedges is happening at the mo-
ment. Fencing is due to take place in late winter/spring

Riversmeet Meadow
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Holly Blue 
butterfly 

- Sheila Richards

With thoughts of holly and ivy on our minds not so long ago, I 
thought I’d write an article about the Holly Blue butterfly which also 
has connections to these two plants.

This small butterfly, common in Southern UK and the Midlands 
but rare further north is often seen high up in parks, hedgerows, 
woods and gardens. It has a wingspan of 26-34 mm, and drinks sap, 
aphid honeydew and nectar. The males have sky-blue upper wings 
with narrow black borders, and the females have broad, dull black 
borders.  Both sexes have pale blue under wings, almost white, with 
black spots.

Their numbers fluctuate from year to year, but they aren’t yet 
considered to be of conservation concern. It’s thought these 
population changes might be due to parasitism from the wasp 
Listrodomus nycthemerus whose sole host is the Holly Blue! It lays 
an egg in the caterpillar and an adult wasp emerges from the pupa.

The connection to holly and ivy is that in spring the eggs are laid in 
holly and in summer they are laid in ivy; the different broods using 
different food-plants is unique in British butterflies! The spring 
butterflies can be seen between April and June, when the female 
lays white eggs singly at the base of flower buds on holly bushes or 
trees. The larvae are 12.7-14.8 mm when fully grown. 

Photographs by Sheila Richards
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These caterpillars, active from May to June, are usually green 
although some may have pink stripes. They turn mauve prior to 
pupation. Evidence of their presence can be seen by the holes left 
in the flower buds or berries that they’ve been eating. They pupate 
near ground level attached to a leaf, the chrysalis being light brown 
with dark patches and 8.5 mm long. 

The summer butterflies are active between July and September, 
and lay their eggs on the flower buds of ivy, although sometimes 
on spindle, dogwood, heathers, bramble or gorse. The caterpillars 
can be seen between August and September. They overwinter as a 
chrysalis and the butterfly emerges the following spring.

Last spring I noticed many dried up berries, some with holes in, on 
a variegated holly bush in the garden, and was curious to find the 
cause.  On investigation, I found half a dozen green caterpillars in 
the process of eating the berries. These were identified as Holly Blue 
larvae (with thanks to Dudley Higginson). Seeing the butterflies in 
the garden later on in the summer, I spent some time looking for 
signs of the caterpillars on the ivy, which is swamping one of our 
trees, without much success. As the butterflies are usually seen 
flying higher up, I presume that is probably where they lay their 
eggs. The ivy photo, which was taken lower down might possibly 
show evidence of them.

Having found out about their interesting life cycle, I’ll be careful in 
the future when cutting back ivy or bringing it indoors at Christmas, 
and look forward to seeing the butterflies again in spring. They 
might well also be seen flying around the yellow holly tree near to 
the Visitor Centre and elsewhere in North Scrubs.

Photographs by Sheila Richards
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Blessed by the 
Marsh - Jane Atkinson

I tend to think of Stanpit Marsh like a much-loved old friend – one 
who repays my daily visits with blessings of peace and welcome, but 
under whose tranquil exterior I know the bones are creaking.  The 
closer you know someone, the more sensitive you become to when 
things aren’t right.

Since I first began the process, in the 1980s, of turning my craft of 
bobbin lace into an art form, transforming it from a trimming into 
framed and free-hanging panels with which to make a statement, 
Stanpit Marsh has been my inspiration. I take beautiful and intriguing 
images that I find there – perhaps sunlight on water, ice formations, 
trees, plants and birds – and turn them into contemporary lace that 
is exhibited around the world. 

I tend to think of Stanpit Marsh like a much-loved old friend – one 
who repays my daily visits with blessings of peace and welcome, but 
under whose tranquil exterior I know the bones are creaking. The

closer you know someone, the 
more sensitive you become to 
when things aren’t right.

Since I first began the process, 
in the 1980s, of turning my 
craft of bobbin lace into an art 
form, transforming it from a 
trimming into framed and free-
hanging panels with which 
to make a statement, Stanpit 
Marsh has been my inspiration. 
I take beautiful and intriguing 
images that I find there – 
perhaps sunlight on water, 
ice formations, trees, plants 
and birds – and turn them 
into contemporary lace that is 
exhibited around the world. Arbor Mortis, capturing a ring-barked tree 

the day before it was blown down by Storm 
Katie, 2016
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Asking an old friend to curate a two-woman show in Spain for 
2019, I was intrigued to find that she included the first piece I ever 
made in this way, as well as the most recent. The first took an ice 
formation where the movement of the tide had created air pockets 
in fluid shapes under the thick crust on one of the pools. The last 
had examined gloriously weird viscous festoons that had seeped out 
from rotting seaweed during the Great Stink of 2017.

We no longer get thick ice, and the seaweed was an alien invader. 
The images in-between have recorded trees blown down in storms 
or killed-off by ponies, disappearing bird life and wild plants ever 
more isolated in their Stanpit haven when their counterparts are 
disappearing from hedgerows elsewhere. A Saltmarsh is a carbon 
sink, and the dust and bubbles that fleetingly form on its pools can 
be very beautiful.

These evanescent markers of a changing environment are now 
delicate memories, as the climate degrades.  As the Norwegian artist 
Thale Fastvold recently commented: “Science has a communication 
problem that art can solve”; people turn away from statistics, so I 
concentrate on images that I hope will catch people’s attention long 
enough to make them think.

Work inspired by Stanpit has fed teaching and exhibiting across 
Australia, around America and the length and breadth of Europe, 
from Spain to Slovakia.  But I’ve also read and thought widely 
around climate breakdown, learning early on how devastating to 
me personally an unchecked rise in sea levels will be.  Greenland is 
melting seven times faster than anticipated, and could alone add up 
to 6m to current sea levels. I live on the 5m line; you might well do 
so too.

Arbor Mortis, capturing a ring-barked tree the day before it was blown down by Storm Katie, 
2016
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Where have all 
the dead birds 
gone? - Sheila Richards

Food for thought today, if I may -
Where have all the dead birds gone?
‘Gone to graveyards everyone?
When will we ever learn’
the resting place of songbird, goose or tern?

A mystery in the Avian Tree?  -
dying trends of feathered friends,
who from the dinosaurs descend.
Thoughts fly by imagined,
or is the answer ‘blowing in the wind’? 

Those early birds in chorus heard,
do songbirds rise on thermals,
heaven-bound, their song eternal,
melodies transcending
earthly sound, as in ‘The Lark Ascending’?

So highlighting global warming with my work is something of a 
mission.  Sadly, for all the effort expended by Extinction Rebellion, 
and Greta Thunberg’s valiant battle, their protests still don’t seem to 
be making inroads into the action needed.

Gaining people’s attention is hard – I myself fell through the cracks 
with FOSM’s publicity outlets last year when I had an Arts Council-
sponsored exhibition at Walford Mill, Wimborne, but then failed to 
publicise it adequately! 

(Editor’s notes: The book Jane wrote is still available from her website, www.contemporarylace.
com, and some of her work will be at the Elementum Gallery in Sherborne during Dorset Art 
Weeks 2020.

To see a projection of the impact on Stanpit Marsh and your home patch of the rising sea 
levels that Jane mentions, try the modelling tool at coastal.climatecentral.org )



Images sourced via google photos
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Do starlings have one final fling? -                   
noisy birds of glossy feather
at twilight flock together,
in unison they fly
flowing, fading into the evening sky.

Summer birds might tire, flying higher,
heading homewards one by one
towards the African sun.
Past desert hills they climb,
do they fall, landing in ‘the sands of time’?

Do winter geese in feathered fleece 
veer off a little wearier,
on flight-paths to Siberia,
their graveyards only seen
when frozen Tundra melts to shades of green?

High in a ‘lonely looking sky’,
over seas of sea-green hue,
do seabirds with a ‘bird’s eye view’,
dive into the watery deep
to reach Atlantis and eternal sleep?

Some ‘flights of fancy’ these may be,
the answer’s rather more prosaic,
all part of nature’s green mosaic,
birds rarely die ‘en masse’,
a lonely fate awaits each one, alas.

Birds are wise to their own demise,
(though life-spans can be short, if caught
by predators in deadly sport),
dying in seclusion,
in sheltered place, safe from intrusion.

The Earth recycles for rebirth.
Scavengers and insects feast,
nature reclaims those deceased.
Feathers from the soul at rest
perused, re-used for ‘feathering the nest’.
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When carrying out aquatic surveys on the Marsh, there is nothing 
more satisfying than carefully returning shrimps to the sandy areas 
from which they came. Scuttling into the sand,  they quickly bury 
themselves in nine to ten seconds. Here they lie, almost still, with 
just two small black eyes and the tips of their antennae visible, ready 
to catch prey and avoid predation. 

We have at least four different species of shrimps and/or prawns 
around the Marsh. (The words shrimp and prawn lack any real precise 
definition although the word prawn is often used to describe larger 
species.) Our most frequently found shrimp is the Common Shrimp 
(Crangon crangon), also known as the Brown Shrimp, because of its 
mottled brownish colour. This colouration is due to the presence 
of chromatosomes (groups of chromatophores) which expand or 
contract depending on background colour and light, thus providing 
camouflage. About 50 to 70mm in length, the Common Shrimp’s 
antennae are about three quarters of the body length. It can also be 
distinguished from other shrimps by the short rostrum between the 
eyes which is reduced to a small spine. It  is a species very common 
on British coasts, inhabiting shallow inshore waters, and is able to 
tolerate fairly low salinities.

Common Shrimps probably live for 3 to 5 years, reaching maturity in 
about a year.  Emerging from their burrows, mainly at night, they are 
largely scavengers, eating a variety of foods including other small 
crustaceans, polycheate worms and bivalve spat (larvae).  They are 
also known to enjoy newly-hatched plaice, some 20 to 30mm in 
length. Shrimps and prawns, in their turn, are a prey to fish such as 
young bass and sand gobies as well as birds including gulls, terns 
and redshank. Common Shrimps often migrate with the tide - they 
move down on an ebb tide, bury themselves at low water, and then 
walk or swim back again with the flood tide!

A Shrimp 
or Two - Ann Blofield



The sexes are separate and they have no copulatory organs. Pairing 
occurs after a moult when the male deposits a pack of sperm close to 
the genital opening of the female. The eggs are fertilised and become 
stuck to the female’s legs (pleopods), protected by the abdomen. 
After four to thirteen weeks, depending on temperature and time of 
year, the eggs hatch into plantonic, free swimming larvae. Larval life 
lasts about five weeks.

There are at least three other species of shrimps or prawns found on 
Stanpit Marsh. The River Shrimp (Palaemonetes varians) is sometimes 
found in large numbers around the Grimmery Marsh area. It is a 
larger species and almost transparent with yellow rings around its 
legs. Slow flowing water such as drainage channels provide its main 
habitat, where it feeds mainly on detritus, water weeds and algae. 
Palaemon adspersus, a species restricted to shallow, sub-littoral 
areas on south and east coasts, together with Palaemon longirostrus 
have also been recorded.

The next time you are enjoying a plate of shrimps, remember to spare 
a thought for these versatile and interesting little invertebrates who 
are fortunate enough to enjoy the protection of Stanpit Marsh!

Photograph by Ann Blofield
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Oyster-catcher

Oystercatcher or 
Other?

This article is a review of the Oyster-catcher, whose image is featured 
in FOSM’s logo and on the Stanpit Marsh Visitor Centre. Above is the 
information you’ll find on the FOSM website. Let’s expand the detail 
about this attractive bird and see what else we can find.

Our Eurasian Oystercatcher (no hyphen), Haematopus ostralegus, is 
one of eleven species (one extinct) belonging to the Haematopodidae 
(Greek for red foot - haem blood pod foot - due to its red legs), and 
the most numerous of all the species. Apart from its red legs, it has a 
bright orange bill and its eyes and eye-rings are also red. 

It winters in North Africa to Southern Asia and breeds right across 
Europe. Oystercatchers are seen on coasts worldwide, even at the 
poles. Immature oystercatchers often become resident through the 
year, joined in winter by local migrants from Iceland and Scandinavia, 
and, later by others that usually come back to the same breeding site 
after March each year. “Married” partners stay together for up to 20 
years. It is fiercely monogamous in the breeding season, otherwise 
it moves around in flocks. A collection of oystercatchers is known as 
a “stew”! 

Prominent identification: Tall stocky wader

Characteristics: Black/white with bright orange straight 
long bill

Seen on Stanpit Marsh: Loud shrill call. Engages in noisy ‘piping 
call’ displays establishing territories.

Migrates from: Resident

Breeding: Nests on shingle, dunes, &salt marshes

Food: Probes deep in mud for marine worms, 
shellfish, and small crabs
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- Alan Hopking



Oystercatchers are usually found on the coast or in estuaries, feeding 
on molluscs (mainly mussels, cockles,clams, and limpets), worms, 
crabs and even insects and earthworms when breeding. Misnamed 
by Mark Catesby in 1731 as he thought it fed mainly on oysters, it was 
later found that they don’t eat oysters very often, preferring molluscs, 
which their bill is extremely adept at breaking open. Before this, it 
was known as a seapie (due to its black and white piebald markings, 
rather like a magpie). Oystercatchers are pirates - sixty percent of 
their food is stolen from other waders. A more imaginative name for 
this bird could have been a Pierate! 

They can eat as many as 500 cockles a day, which fifty years ago 
led them into conflict with the fishing industry. In the mid 1970s, 
they were severely culled. Astonishingly, after this the cockle stocks 
collapsed. It turned out the oystercatcher performs a valuable 
service by weeding out the weaker and older cockles. Why mess with 
evolutionary wisdom?

Oystercatchers have loud, penetrating, piping calls. These insistent 
peep-peep calls are most noticeable as part of their territorial 
defence displays. Often seen running or flying low with other 
males near their nests, they loudly call out their warning. They’re 
moderately sized, up to 50cm (20 in) long and about 750g (1.5 lb) in 
weight, but with a large wingspan of 3 feet (90 cm). 

Their nest is just a scrape 
on the ground, sometimes 
lined with shell fragments - 
and that’s it. They are known 
to be the cuckoo of the 
waders, often laying eggs 
in the nests of seagulls and 
other oystercatchers to be 
raised by those birds. Up to 
4 spotted grey-blue eggs 
are laid which take up to 40 
days to incubate. The males 
defend the nest viciously.

A common bird without 
doubt. But with a patch over 
one eye, it is distinctive, 
cunning and strong, with 
heaps of personality.

© seanlophotography
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Welcome into 2020 and a new season of events and activities.

In 2019 we enjoyed a sunny informative boat trip on the river with 
historian Mike Andrews and a blustery but very interesting guided walk on 
Hengistbury Head led by senior ranger Brian Heppenstall.  Both our new 
social event, a bingo evening, and our annual Beetle Drive proved successful 
and great fun. In the autumn some of us also enjoyed bird-spotting on the 
Marsh led by volunteer wardens Andrew and Pete, followed by warming 
coffee and chat in the Visitor Centre afterwards.

This year we hosted a summer afternoon tea at the Visitor Centre with 
raffle, tombola and book stall. It proved really successful, with friends 
enjoying cream teas and homemade cake whilst sitting in the warm 
sunshine overlooking the scenic Marsh and harbour. Lovely!  

At the Christmas Party members and friends took part in festive quizzes 
and games and enjoyed a wonderful bring and share buffet supper. Our 
mulled wine/coffee morning was again a lovely pre-Christmas gathering of 
regular and new members enjoying a chat with a mug of warm spiced wine 
and a mince pie or two (or three!  Ed).

Launching into 2020 we start with our ever popular quiz evening in 
February and then continue with more walks, talks and social events for 
you to enjoy throughout the season. More details of  the events up to May 
are in the enclosed event sheet.

Unfortunately, due to increases in our costs, in future we’ll need to ask non-
members to pay a little extra at our talks and social events. If you have any 
friends who aren’t members but like coming to events, please encourage 
them join FOSM and enjoy the benefits of membership, while helping to 
support the Marsh.

Festive snacks in the Visitor Centre. Photo: Tony Wickham

We look forward to your 
continued support and 
hope to see you at a coffee 
morning or another event 
very soon.  

Best wishes for 2020 to 
you all.    
Nina      
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Spring Season of 
Events – Nina Blake



Festive snacks in the Visitor Centre. Photo: Tony Wickham

The FOSM Committee needs 
additional members
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Committee Members

Chair

Vice Chair 

Membership Secretary & 
Advisory Panel  

Events Organiser

Alan Hopking
Tel: 01425 613 436
alanhopking@herbactive.co.uk

Avril La Breche
Tel: 01202 480775
avril.labreche@outlook.com

Terry Howes
Tel: 01425 277535
terry@terryanddawn.co.uk

Nina Blake
Tel: 01202 477038
 ninaireneblake@hotmail.co.uk

Ann Blofield  
Tel: 01425 275425
annblofield@gmail.com

Jane Toll
janetoll@yahoo.com

Sheila Richards 
Tel: 01202 477263
sheila.richards99@btinternet.com

Tony Wickham 
Tel: 07870 317221  
tonywick@gmail.com

Your Committee

including someone to take on the role of Secretary.

Wildlife knowledge is not essential to being a part of
this friendly group

If you would like to join us, please contact an existing 
Committee Member (listed below).



The Friends of Stanpit Marsh is an association formed in 1983 to help preserve the 
Marsh for wildlife and people. FOSM have a programme of events such as guided 

walks, talks, films and social gatherings

Cover photo: ponies and their foals  
near Priory Marsh, Stanpit 2019”  

Taken by Paul Dore

www.friendsofstanpitmarsh.org.uk


